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ABSTRACT
Today’s datacenters demand high-performance, energy-efficient
software data planes, which are widely used in many areas includ-
ing fast network packet processing, network function virtualization,
high-speed data transfer in storage systems, and I/O virtualization.
Modern software data planes bypass OS I/O stacks and rely on
cores spinning on user-level queues as a fast notification mecha-
nism. Whereas spin-polling can improve latency and throughput,
it entails significant shortcomings, especially when scaling to large
numbers of cores/queues. In this paper, we pinpoint and quantify
challenges of spin-polling–based software data planes using Intel’s
Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) as a representative infrastruc-
ture. We characterize four scalability issues of software data planes:
(1) Full-tilt spinning cores perform more (useless) polling work
when there is less work pending in the queues; (2) Spin-polling
scales poorly with the number of polled queues due to processor
cache capacity constraints, especially when traffic is unbalanced; (3)
Operation rate limits (transactions per second) as well as a Polling
Tax (the overhead of polling, which is considerable even when
operating at saturation throughput) result in poor core scalability.
(4) Whereas shared queues can mitigate load imbalance and head-
of-line-blocking, synchronization overheads limit their potential
benefits. We identify root causes of these issues and discuss solution
directions to improve hardware and software abstractions for better
performance, efficiency, and scalability in software data planes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software data planes, which use shared-memory queues and spin-
ning cores to enable fast data transfer among application software,
accelerators, and I/O subsystems, have become critical to the per-
formance of datacenter systems. Originally conceived to enable fast
network packet processing (e.g., firewalls, routing, denial-of-service
protection, deep packet inspection), software data planes are now
widely used to virtualize network and storage systems [26, 82], elim-
inate OS overheads to I/O latency and throughput [64, 66], adminis-
ter shared I/O bandwidth [42, 77], construct virtual networks [41],
enable Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [14, 42, 62], imple-
ment network switches in software [9], facilitate high-performance
computing applications [3] and microservices [72], and transfer
data to hardware accelerators [67] for functionalities as diverse as
erasure coding, encryption, and video transcoding [2, 13, 52].

Intel’s Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [4] is a represen-
tative software infrastructure for building data planes to run on
conventional Intel Xeon cores. Its central abstractions are (1) spin-
ning cores—cores that execute a poll loop and never yield or invoke
blocking OS functionality, and (2) user-level queue pairs—shared
memory structures for the data plane to communicate with client
software and hardware devices. These abstractions are general
enough, and they have been also used in many other software
and hardware infrastructures, such as the Storage Performance
Development Kit (SPDK) [12]. The key enabling mechanism for the
spin-polling communication model of software data planes is that
it relies on cores spinning on cacheable memory-mapped locations.
The mechanism is similar to shared memory communication be-
tween two cores; it relies on cache coherence to propagate a write
with low latency, and it generally does not produce much coherence
traffic, as cores can spin locally in their cache, unless there is work,
making it fast-reacting and low overhead.

Software data planes improve latency and throughput of con-
ventional systems through (1) bypassing the OS software stacks,
and (2) enabling a fast signaling and notification mechanism by
replacing hardware-managed interrupts and their associated over-
heads (e.g., switching address spaces, flushing hardware pipelines)
with spin-polling. Data plane operating systems—such as IX [19],
ZygOS [66], and Shenango [64]—leverage these mechanisms to
implement low-latency and high-throughput OS-bypass I/O and
networking stacks. Nevertheless, due to the rapid growth of the
number of cores on a chip and the advent of Terabit Ethernet [6]
and other high-bandwidth I/O devices [13], software data planes
face considerable scalability challenges. In this paper, we show that
whereas software data planes provide an easy-to-use and efficient
model for communication and signaling, they are far from ideal,
especially when scaled to serve numerous clients/flows or require
many cores to scale transport processing for high throughput.

Using Intel’s DPDK as an example software infrastructure, we
characterize four scalability challenges of software data planes,
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identify their root causes, and discuss solution directions and alter-
native approaches. We summarize our findings as follows:

Spin-polling performsmoreworkwhen there is less. Since
spinning cores run full-tilt even when they have no work, polling
performs more (useless) work when there is no I/O traffic or work
items in the queue. Therefore, spin-polling lacks energy propor-
tionality [18] and speeds up core/chip aging [63], especially at low
system loads. Furthermore, useless spinning can drastically slow
co-running applications on Simultaneously Multi-Threaded (SMT)
cores and result in severe quality-of-service violations.

Spin-polling is not scalable to many queues. We show that
increasing the number of queues on which a core spins increases
processing latency and, depending on traffic balance, can harm peak
throughput. This lack of scalability is caused by excessive pressure
on processor caches. Moreover, we show that the performance
overhead is greatest when most command queues are empty and
traffic is concentrated in only a few queues; the overhead increases
with the number of queues.

Spin-polling is not scalable to many cores. Spin-polling in-
curs a non-negligible instruction overhead for iterating over the
body of the poll loop, which we call the Polling Tax. Even when oper-
ating at saturation throughput (100% load), we show that the polling
tax is non-trivial. The polling tax increases the number of cores it
takes to saturate network line rate, even for the simplest packet
forwarding use case. Furthermore, various I/O devices and inter-
connects on the data-path (e.g., NIC, PCIe, DDIO) are constrained
by operation rate limits (transactions per second), in addition to
data rate limits. The Polling Tax and operation rate limits result in
poor core scalability of software data planes.

Spin-polling is not well-suited for scale-up queuing. For
many application classes, scale-up queuing organizations [60],
wherein a single queue is shared among multiple cores, holds
promise to improve latency and throughput through better queuing
behavior by avoiding load imbalance and head-of-line blocking.
However, most software data planes are currently implemented
in a scale-out fashion, wherein there is a dedicated queue per
core, to avoid the synchronization overheads of sharing a single
queue across cores. We quantify this effect and show that software
data planes can greatly leverage scale-up queuing organizations,
specifically for high-disparity service distributions, but current
spin-polling mechanisms are not well-suited for such queuing or-
ganizations.

This study aims to motivate better hardware and software ab-
stractions to overcome these challenges and enable greater data
plane scalability to higher data rates and larger core counts. Fu-
ture data planes should leverage advantages of spin-polling (e.g.,
OS kernel bypassing, low-latency I/O signaling) while avoiding
the corresponding overhead and scalability issues. We envision a
multi-address monitoring scheme, wherein multiple memory loca-
tions are monitored (through sufficient hardware support) for work
arrival, as a promising solution direction. Moreover, data plane ap-
plications with unbalanced service distributions might benefit from
work distribution schemes based on scale-up or hierarchical queu-
ing. Such schemes could be enabled by wider SMT processors [59]
with hardware task scheduling [58], or I/O-managed pull-based
work distribution based on core availability [25].
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Figure 1: (a) Kernel-based I/O processing, (b) Spin-polling–
based software data planes.

We first provide a brief background on software data planes
(Sec. 2) and describe our DPDK-based measurement methodology
(Sec. 3). We then present each of our four main findings (Sec. 4-7)
and discuss potential solution directions to mitigate them (Sec. 8).
Finally, we discuss related work (Sec. 9) and conclude (Sec. 10).

2 BACKGROUND
Webriefly describe the operation of software data planes and outline
their applications in datacenter networking, storage systems, and
I/O virtualization.

2.1 Software Data Plane Mechanisms
Conventional Systems. Figure 1 contrasts conventional kernel-
based I/O stacks with modern software data planes. In kernel-based
I/O stacks (Figure 1 (a)), a user process signals the kernel that it
wishes to perform I/O via a system call (e.g., through sockets or
file system APIs). The protocol and transport processing needed to
both read and write data is carried out by kernel threads, either by
directly borrowing the CPU of the user process (e.g., during a system
call), or by using interrupt mechanisms and kernel scheduling to
place work on another core. Kernel I/O stacks are able to scale
their CPU usage dynamically with I/O load, stealing CPU from
user processes as needed to perform transport work. However,
system call and interrupt-based signalling mechanisms are slow
and transport processing is disruptive (especially for incoming data)
to the user processes it interrupts. Although the kernel goes to great
lengths to spread transport work and optimize for affinity to user
processes, the aggregate CPU cost for gigabit and terabit-scale
networking is significant [34].

Key Data Plane Mechanisms. As illustrated in Figure 1 (b),
software data planes rely on spin-polling cores and user-level
queue pairs for low-latency and high-throughput communica-
tion, enabling both faster signalling than conventional system
call/interrupt-based mechanisms and greater CPU efficiency for
high throughput. In such systems, user processes communicate
with transport processing code and I/O devices via in-memory
queue pairs to schedule I/O operations and get notified of their
completion. The key enabling mechanism of this approach is that
the two queues, which may be called the submission/completion
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or send/receive queues, are typically in cacheable shared memory.
Therefore, the two communicating end points can quickly signal
one another if each spins on the head of its respective inbound
queue. These locations are cached in a shared state within local
L1/L2 caches, and the end points may locally spin awaiting a change
without triggering any coherence transaction or on-chip network
traffic [70]. In the shared state, all sharers maintain a read-only
copy of a memory location. Before any processor or I/O device may
write to the location (i.e., to append a new request or completion
to a queue), it must first invalidate these copies. These invalidation
messages propagate rapidly (nanoseconds within a chip; hundreds
of nanoseconds across I/O interconnects) and serve as a low-latency
notification mechanism. The subsequent read of an invalidated line
will obtain its new value. The key to this mechanism is that memory
traffic between the communicating end points only occurs when the
originator of a request or completion writes to a queue—a receiver
spin-polling on an idle queue produces no traffic.

Zero-Copy Data Transfer. Software data planes can further
improve CPU efficiency relative to kernel transport by using zero-
copy data transfer mechanisms. With zero-copy data transfer, two
communicating end points access common buffer pools in a shared
memory space. Unlike traditional OS-based approaches, where
data are copied multiple times within main memory to traverse
address spaces (frequently incurring context switches along with
each copy), zero-copy mechanisms source outgoing data directly
from user-space buffers where the data were first prepared, and land
incoming data directly in the address space of the user process that
will receive them. The transport software in the data plane arranges
for data to flow directly between buffer pools in user processes and
I/O devices, without any intermediate copies into memory owned
by the data plane or kernel. Zero-copymechanisms typically require
some hardware support, and rely on user applications to adhere to
more stringent lifetime and flow control guarantees for data and
buffers in shared pools than synchronous kernel I/O interfaces (i.e.,
they are harder for programmers to use correctly).

Off-ChipDevices. I/O devices on the same chip as the CPU core
or connected via a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) fabric
(e.g., integrated NICs or accelerators) can directly share memory
with the user process running on the CPU through virtual memory.
For PCIe attached I/O devices, data typicallymust be transferred to a
local buffer on the I/O device before they can be transmitted/stored.
This transfer is typically accomplished in one of two ways. In a
Memory-Mapped I/O (MMIO), individual CPU store instructions
trigger a PCIe transaction to update buffers on the I/O device. To
reduce the number of PCIe transactions, CPUs implement a “write
combining” optimization, which combines stores to generate cache-
line–sized PCIe transactions. In a doorbell-based approach, instead
of generating PCIe transactions directly via stores, after preparing
a larger chunk of data in memory, the CPU issues a single PCIe
write to a “doorbell” location, which triggers the target device to
perform a Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer to the device’s
memory. The doorbell-based approach may use PCIe bandwidth
more efficiently, but can result in higher latency and more CPU
work for the doorbell operations [38].

Bringing Data on Chip. When PCIe-attached I/O devices re-
ceive data on behalf of a user process, the updates are propagated
from device buffers to CPU-side shared memory buffers via PCIe

transactions. A hardware steering mechanism that can determine
to which user process incoming data are destined is required for
zero-copy receive; high end network cards and Solid-State Drives
(SSDs) provide such flow steering mechanisms. Conventionally,
PCIe transactions write data to main memory. However, if data
plane software or the receiving user process will immediately ac-
cess the data, the CPU will incur a costly Last Level Cache (LLC)
miss to retrieve the cache line. To avoid this cache miss, prior work
has investigated direct cache placement of I/O data [20, 33]. Accord-
ingly, Intel has introduced Data Direct I/O (DDIO) technology [7],
where a bus-mastering PCIe device can write directly into and read
from the processor’s LLC. With this mechanism, if a processor ac-
cesses incoming I/O data shortly after they are received, they will
still be present in the LLC and costly main memory reads can be
avoided. Similarly, data targeted to the I/O device do not need to be
written back to memory; the device can read outbound data directly
from the LLC. To prevent the I/O device from displacing too much
CPU data from the LLC, it is restricted to write only to a limited
number of LLC ways.

Steering to Multiple Queues.When multiple processes/CPUs
communicate with the same I/O device, multiple queue pairs are
typically provisioned, to avoid synchronization overheads on each
queue. Most modern I/O devices (e.g., multi-queue NVMe SSDs [75])
readily support numerous queue pairs. When a CPU submits work
to a specific submission queue, the I/O device knows that it has to
acknowledge through the corresponding completion queue. How-
ever, directing completions to the correct queue is more challeng-
ing when communication is not solicited by the CPU. For example,
when a NIC receives packets, it must choose to which CPU’s receive
queue to append the packet. This steering is challenging because
the NIC seeks to load-balance transport work across CPUs, but also
seeks to ensure that packets sent in the same flow (between the
same communicating end-user processes) are delivered in order.
The commonly used solution for this problem is Receive-Side Scal-
ing (RSS) [11]. In RSS, the NIC performs a hash of various fields in
packet headers to identify the flow to which a packet belongs. The
result of the hash function is used as an index to an indirection table,
which specifies a set of queues/cores to which the packet should be
directed. For TCP/IP traffic, the hash function is typically a 4-tuple
hash over source/destination IP addresses and port numbers.

2.2 Software Data Plane Applications
We describe recent applications of software data planes.

Networking.With the advent of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN), flexibility and programmability have been brought to net-
work backends by having a logically centralized control plane and
a data plane. In SDN, a decoupled control plane, as the network
brain, programs the data plane on how to forward packets. This
approach has transformed traditional switches to programmable
ones (through languages like P4 [22]), and has also enabled imple-
mentation of network functions—such as routing, load balancing,
address translation, and firewalls—on industry standard servers. As
a result, many software data plane solutions in datacenter networks
have been proposed and deployed [26, 41, 64, 66], which benefit
from cores spinning on queues tightly coupled to Network Interface
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Controllers (NICs). Intel’s DPDK [4] is a representative open-source
infrastructure for building spin-polling–based network data planes.

Storage. High-speed storage devices such as SSDs and new per-
sistent memory technologies like Intel’s Optane [8] have been ex-
plored for use in demanding applications in databases and big data
analytics. Data planes for such storage systems demand fast mecha-
nisms for data transfer between the CPU and the device, leading to
the introduction of new protocols, such as NVM Express (NVMe)
and NVMe over Fabrics (NVMe-oF). Consequently, the concept of
spinning cores to process queues for such storage devices has been
increasingly adopted. The Storage Performance Development Kit
(SPDK) [12] is the canonical example of using CPU to spin-poll
user-space queues for storage devices.

I/O Virtualization. Data centers are commonly virtualized,
where multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) run on the same host.
Through I/O virtualization, a single network or storage device can
be used bymultiple VMs. This sharing is enabled by virtual machine
managers or hypervisors, which manage access of multiple VMs to
the I/O device(s). Alternatively, VMs can directly access I/O devices
through nascent Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) technol-
ogy, bypassing the hypervisor. These mechanisms make it feasible
for the VM data plane to take advantage of the previously described
spin-polling mechanisms of network and storage devices. A VM
can therefore spin-poll an I/O device queue through the hypervisor
(e.g., DPDK’s Vhost library) or directly through SR-IOV.

3 METHODOLOGY
At the heart of the software data planes in software defined net-
working, whether in a virtualized environment or not, CPU cores
read packets from receive (RX) queues, process them, and then send
processed packets or newly generated ones to transmit (TX) queues.
Each RX or TX queue pairs a CPU core with an I/O device or an-
other core (e.g., a client process). In a generic scenario, a core must
handle packets received from I/O devices or cores in a number of
RX queues and eventually transmit a number of packets through TX
queues back to them or to other I/O devices and cores (Figure 2 (a)).
As a result, each I/O device (e.g., a NIC) communicates with CPU
cores through these RX/TX queues (Figure 2 (b)).

CPU cores and queues are points of scalability in software data
planes. As in Figure 2 (b), many queues (up to several hundred) may
be introduced for a single NIC. Scaling up the number of queues
communicating with a NIC is done either for application-specific
purposes (e.g., differentiated QoS classes, each represented by a
queue) or to scale transport processing to fully utilize the line rate
offered by the NIC. In the latter case, CPU cores are also scaled
up, each coupled with the NIC through one or more queues. We
design experiments to investigate the performance and scalability
of modern software data planes.

We use Intel’s Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [4], an open-
source project, as a representative infrastructure for building spin-
polling-based software data planes. DPDK provides poll mode dri-
vers for numerous modern NICs, which enable cores to spin on
user-level queues to communicate with the NICs. DPDK is heavily
optimized to offer high performance. For instance, DPDK pins its
threads to specific cores to reduce context switches as much as
possible. NUMA-aware memory allocation, use of 2MB and 1GB

…

I/O device

…

(a) (b)Core

… …
Figure 2: Data communication through RX/TX queues: (a)
From a core to I/O devices or other cores, (b) From an I/O
device to cores.

huge pages, and cache-alignment–aware data placement are among
other optimizations done in DPDK.

Our experiments primarily use DPDK’s Test Poll Mode Driver
(TestPMD) and routing / Layer 3 Forwarding (L3Fwd) applications,
and we modify them as needed to implement scalability experi-
ments and to measure additional statistics, such as poll count and
CPU cycles spent in different parts of the application. For CPU
cycle classification, we read the x86 Time Stamp Counter (TSC)
register at appropriate places in the code. In the L3Fwd application,
the Longest Prefix Match (LPM) algorithm is used, and the routing
table is filled with 16K entries. We have also developed a similar
application to investigate the use of shared queues. Details of each
application will be presented in the following sections as we in-
troduce each experimental setup. Unless otherwise specified, we
use 64-byte IPv4 UDP packets (96-byte for experiments requiring
timestamps for latency measurement), but we vary packet sizes in
several experiments.

Our system under test is a Skylake server equipped with a dual-
port 100GbE Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC. Detailed specifications of
this machine appear in Table 1. As shown in Figure 3, the NIC in the
system under test receives traffic from a separate packet generator
connected directly to the NIC ports. The setup for core/queue scal-
ability experiments is shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). DPDK does not
support sharing NIC queues among multiple cores; therefore, for
queue sharing experiments, we instead investigate an application
that distributes incoming packets among a set of cores (e.g., an
intra-machine virtual network) as shown in Figure 4 (c). Note that,
unless otherwise specified, we use only a single hyperthread on
each physical core (i.e., all threads run on different physical cores).
We use the Linux Perf tool to gather microarchitectural statistics,
particularly, cache hit and miss rates.

Our packet generator is another Skylake server, which also has
a dual-port 100GbE Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC, as described in
Table 1. Packets are generated using Pktgen [10], an open-source
DPDK-powered application. Figure 4 (d) illustrates the generic setup
we use to generate packets. Ports 1 and 2 of the NIC in the packet
generator are connected directly to ports 1 and 2 of the NIC in
the machine under test, respectively. For experiments where we
wish to measure round-trip latency, the packet generator appends
a timestamp to the packet when it is sent from port 1 and calculates
the round-trip latency when an echoed/response packet is received
at port 2 using a local high-precision time source. We also modify
Pktgen to output a latency distribution.
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Figure 3: The machine under test receives packets directly
from the packet generator.

Table 1: HW/SW specs of experimental machines.

Item Machine under test Packet generator

CPU Single-socket
Xeon Platinum 8160
24 physical cores
@2.10-3.70 GHz
32KB L1 I-$ (per core)
32KB L1 D-$ (per core)
1024KB L2-$ (per core)
33MB LLC

Dual-socket
Xeon Gold 6138
2×20 physical cores
@2.00-3.70GHz
32KB L1 I-$ (per core)
32KB L1 D-$ (per core)
1024KB L2-$ (per core)
27.5MB LLC (per socket)

Memory 96GB (6×16GB)
DDR4 @2666MHz

96GB (12×8GB)
DDR4 @2666MHz

NIC Mellanox ConnectX-5
MCX556A-ECAT
100GbE dual-port
PCIe 3.0 x16

Mellanox ConnectX-5
MCX556A-ECAT
100GbE dual-port
PCIe 3.0 x16

OS Ubuntu 18.04.2 (LTS) Ubuntu 18.04.2 (LTS)
Software DPDK 18.11.1 (LTS) DPDK 18.11.1 (LTS)

Pktgen 3.6.6

4 INEFFICIENCIES OF SPIN-POLLING
Spin-polling is the key mechanism for fast signalling between soft-
ware data planes and their work sources (clients or devices). Al-
though spin-polling typically enables lower latency than system-
call or interrupt-based mechanisms, it suffers from two general
inefficiencies: polling tax and work disproportionality.

4.1 Polling Tax
Spin-polling incurs a non-negligible overhead from the useless work
of iterating over the body of the poll loop. We refer to the cycles
wasted on these useless instructions as the Polling Tax as they are
inherent/inevitable when polling is used. Figure 5 reports the break-
down of the cycles of a single CPU core spent on polling overhead
(Tax) vs. useful work (i.e., routing packets) in an LPM-based routing
application using the configuration shown in Figure 4 (a), under
different offered loads, and varying the number of RX queues on
the first NIC port from one to eight (one TX queue for each port).

We have instrumented the application code to classify CPU cycles
as “useful” and “polling overhead”. The application body includes
an infinite outer main loop, and an inner loop that traverses the
queue heads. If an RX queue is non-empty, CPU cycles spent on
reading packets from the RX queue, routing, and sending them to
the TX queue are classified as useful. The rest of CPU cycles are

Core
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Core

m

…

Core

m+1

Core

n

…

Core
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Core

m

……NIC

Port 1

Core

m+1

Core

n

……NIC

Port 2

Packet
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Packet
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Core

… NIC

Port 1

… NIC

Port 2

Core

1

Core

n

…

… NIC

Port 1
… NIC

Port 2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Configurations of cores and queues in experiments:
(a) Scaling up the number of queues in the machine under
test; (b) Scaling up the number of core-queue pairs in the
machine under test; (c) A shared queue accessed by multi-
ple cores in the machine under test; (d) The generic setup of
cores and queues in the packet generator machine.

classified as polling overhead (including loop branch overheads and
polling of empty queues).

As shown in Figure 5, even at 100% load (i.e., maximum routing
throughput), a significant fraction of CPU cycles (∼ 20 − 28%) are
spent on spin-polling, rather than the useful work of routing pack-
ets. Note that in each iteration of the main loop, n queue heads are
checked. Therefore, overhead is amortized overn queues. This amor-
tization results in overhead decreasing as the number of queues
increases at a specific offered load. The high percentage of polling
tax is due to the fact that the useful work per iteration is relatively
simple (i.e., lookups in forwarding tables), highlighting the impact
of poll loop overhead; with more complicated tasks in the loop
body, we expect a smaller polling tax.

4.2 Work Disproportionality
When polling, spinning cores run full-tilt even when they have no
work. Modern cores can spin with remarkably high Instructions
Per Cycle (IPC) while the core is not doing any useful work. To
quantify this effect, we measure the IPC of a single core spin-polling
1, 4, and 8 queues for LPM routing at varying offered loads. Fig-
ure 6 reports the IPC of the poller core as throughput increases.
As shown in the Figure, IPC decreases up to 29% as throughput
increases. As throughput increases, more time is spent on useful
work, which exhibits substantially lower IPC than spin-polling (e.g.,
due to cache misses). Our measurement confirms the observations
of Alameldeen and Wood [15] that IPC is a harmful metric for
performance evaluation of workloads that use busy spinning for
communication, as it does not necessarily represent useful work.
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Figure 5: Useful cycles vs. cycles spent on polling in a core
performing network routing.

Furthermore, our result shows that spin-polling harms core effi-
ciency (the lower the load, the more instructions are executed). The
high IPC of useless spin-polling has three implications:

Energy disproportionality and inefficiency. Spin-polling re-
sults in poor energy proportionality [18] as the core energy con-
sumption when spinning is higher than when performing useful
work. Moreover, spinning often costs turbo-boost head-room for
other (application) cores. We have observed that 8 and 16 cores
spinning full-tilt on empty queues reduce the frequency of a core
running a regular application from ∼3.45GHz to ∼3.25GHz and
∼2.95GHz in our machine under test, respectively.

Modern datacenter applications usually exhibit low IPCs (often
<1; at most 1.5) on Xeon-class cores [16, 17, 28, 51, 71]. However,
as shown in Figure 6, software data planes can yield average IPCs
of 2-2.6, depending on the load and the number of queues. CPU
IPC translates directly to circuit-level switching activity, which
drives the switching power of VLSI systems. As a result, we expect
cores running data plane software to consume at least 30% more
switching power. These effects have also been observed in the case
of spin-locks for synchronization-heavy applications [27].

Faster aging. Spin-polling also has an adverse effect on pro-
cessor aging, due to the high IPC and core power consumption
despite doing no useful work. Prior work has reported a 7-10 year
lifetime for server-class cores in 32nm technology [76]. We expect
shorter nominal core lifetimes in more recent technology, as the
aging rate of silicon increases substantially with smaller transis-
tors [63]. Among various physical effects that cause transistor aging,
Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) [81] and Hot Carrier
Injection (HCI) [74] are dominant. HCI, in particular, arises from
the cumulative effect of switching activity [63], which correlates
with IPC at the microarchitecture level. In comparison to typical
server applications, software data planes have higher IPC and never
enter sleep states. Given 30% or more higher total activity, spin-
ning core lifetimes may drop below the 5-year threshold, requiring
larger supply voltage guard bands (implying higher power) or re-
duced peak frequency as chips age. Both energy proportionality and
server lifetimes are particularly critical in datacenter environments,
as they have significant impacts on the Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) [18, 45, 56, 57, 68].
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performing network routing.

Co-runner interference. Spin-polling has an adverse effect on
co-runner threads in SMT cores, since fruitless polling consumes a
large fraction of execution resources that could otherwise acceler-
ate the co-runner thread. In fact, the ICOUNT policy, which grants
fetch bandwidth to competing SMT threads in proportion to their
IPC and is widely employed to schedule execution resources among
competing SMT threads [78], is counterproductive for a mostly idle
poll loop. SMT efficiency is also critical in datacenter environments
because (1) datacenter operators prefer to utilize SMT to improve
overall utilization and reduce TCO [28, 39], and (2) modern data-
center services have tight latency targets that are easily violated
due to heavy co-runner interference [53, 59].

We further investigate the co-runner interference effects of spin-
polling. Figure 7 (a) reports the IPC of a matrix multiplication
application when (1) not collocated with any other thread, (2) collo-
cated with the LPM routing workload at zero load (i.e., polling idle
queues), (3) collocated with the LPM routing workload at 100% load
(i.e., highest possible ratio of work to polling overhead), and (4)
collocated with Geekbench 4 [5], which is a compute- and memory-
intensive benchmark suite of real-world applications. As shown in
the Figure, when co-running with LPM under either load condition,
the matrix multiplication IPC is substantially lower than without
a co-runner (by 30% and 31% with empty and full queues, respec-
tively) and the case where it is collocated with Geekbench by 11%.
The antagonist impact of the LPM code is slightly higher under load
as it competes for cache capacity as well as execution bandwidth.
Nevertheless, even with no load (and hence, no useful work), the
high IPC of the idle poller thread (see Figure 6) drastically slows
the matrix-multiply co-runner.

Figure 7 (b) demonstrates the co-runner antagonist impact of
the matrix multiply on LPM routing at 100% load. The LPM routing
application also experiences 42% IPC reduction and 42% packet
throughput reduction due to SMT collocation. Note that, while
both co-runners suffer lower IPC, the overall IPC of the core is
about 39% better, which confirms that SMT is desirable to improve
utilization [28, 39, 59].

Note that many of the undesirable effects we characterized may
be mitigated by MWAIT-like monitoring instructions that avoid spin-
ning by waiting on a location to change values [1], or spin-loop
detectors that are already present in some processors to reduce the
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Figure 7: The adverse effect of a spin-polling application and
a regular matrix multiplication application on each other
when collocated on two SMT hyperthreads: (a) The IPC of
the co-running matrix multiplication decreases. (b) Packet
throughput of the spin-polling application drops.

IPC of a spinning core [48]. As an example, prior work has shown
that using MWAIT inside spin-locks can improve energy efficiency
of synchronization-heavy applications by 1.5x [27]. However, both
of these mechanisms are only suitable for polling a single location;
MWAIT can only monitor a contiguous address range, and spin loop
detectors usually fail to detect a loop that iterates over multiple
queues, as demonstrated by the high IPC at zero load shown in
Figure 6. The x86 Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) also offers a
PAUSE instruction, which is intended to slow instruction through-
put in tight spin loops. However, prior work has reported mixed
effectiveness in using PAUSE in synchronization spin loops [27].

5 LACK OF QUEUE SCALABILITY
Network traffic typically consists of numerous flows, which are
spread among multiple queues by data plane applications (e.g., be-
cause they originate from multiple clients). The application needs
to take actions on each flow, such as metering, routing, filtering, en-
capsulation/decapsulation, and encryption/decryption. Flows may
also be associated with priorities to provide differentiated qual-
ity of service. Since the data plane application is provisioned a
limited number of CPU cores, each core may be responsible for
processing multiple queues of traffic flows. Due to the limited size
of L1/L2 and LLC caches, we expect the time to poll a set of queues
to grow non-linearly with the number of queues, thereby reduc-
ing maximum throughput and increasing latency. In this section,
we inspect caching effects from increasing the number queues on
packet processing throughput and latency.

We illustrate the experimental setup used in this section in Fig-
ure 4 (a). Ingress traffic flows are spread among RX queues through
RSS. To focus on the effect of scaling up the number of queues, we
use a single polling thread running TestPMD’s forwarding mode,
where ingress packets on the first NIC port are forwarded to the
second port.

First, we consider the case where there is no traffic and all queues
are idle. We vary the number of queues up to 512, which is the
maximum allowed by the DPDK poll mode driver for this NIC.
Figure 8 shows that the poll rate (queue heads polled per second;
left axis) decreases as the number of queues are increased. Polling
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scales poorly as queue heads fall out of caches. In particular, from
one queue to 512 queues, there is a 33% decrease in polling rate,
even though the work is the same (i.e., spinning on empty queues).
Figure 8 also reports the number of LLC loads per second (right
axis). Above 64 queues, we observe a gradual increase in the number
of LLC loads. This trend shows that queue heads no longer fit in
the L1 and L2 caches and some must be read from the LLC each
poll loop iteration. Above 384 queues, reading any queue head
results in an L1/L2 cache miss. Note that the LLC is large enough
to accommodate all queue heads, and the decrease in the polling
rate can be solely attributed to the limited L1 and L2 capacity.

Next, we examine the effect of scaling the number of queues
under load. Note that in addition to the undesirable effect of limited
cache size with multiple queues, the time a core spends spin-polling
empty queues adversely affects queues that contain packets. To
isolate these effects, we analyze two cases. First, we consider the
case where the traffic comprises a single flow that passes through
only one queue; therefore, only one queue has useful work and the
remainder are idle. Second, we consider a fair-share case where the
traffic is spread over multiple flows so all queues are well-utilized.

Figure 9 shows the average latency under light load (< 1 Mpps).
The packet forwarding latency for both single-flow and multi-flow
traffic increases with the number of queues. With 512 queues, the
average latency is more than 6x worse than the single-queue case.
Since load is low in this scenario, there is minimal queuing delay in
both the single-flow and multi-flow cases. Furthermore, the number
of cache misses incurred between the arrival and forwarding of
a packet is about the same under both the single and multi-flow
cases, and both exhibit the same average latency.

In contrast, when we examine a high-throughput scenario, we
see a substantial difference between single-flow and multi-flow per-
formance. Figure 10 shows the maximum forwarding throughput
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Figure 10: Maximum forwarding throughput and LLC load hits/misses per second as the number of queues increases.

when scaling queues for single-flow (a) and multi-flow (b) traffic
alongside the rate of LLC load hits and misses per second (sec-
ondary axis). For single-flow traffic, we observe that the forwarding
throughput decreases from one queue to 8 queues and then remains
roughly constant up to 64 queues. It then gradually decreases from
64 queues to 512 queues. There are no LLC load misses. In this case,
both the queue descriptors and packet data from the single active
queue fit within the LLC (ingress packets are delivered directly to
the cache via DDIO). For 1-64 queues, all queue heads fit in L1/L2
caches, and we see no decrease in the throughput since the core
spins fast on the queues. For 64 or more queues, although the addi-
tional queues are idle, polling their heads often incurs L1/L2 cache
misses as the queue heads are displaced by data accessed when ser-
vicing the active queue. As such, the number of L1/L2 cache misses
(to the idle queue heads) per transmit burst grows. It takes long
enough to traverse the set of empty queue heads that the NIC runs
out of work from the active queue’s transmit batch and PCIe band-
width is underutilized. The dip in LLC load hits per second from
64 to 320 queues arises due to the interaction of slower poll loop
iterations (causing LLC load hits per second to drop) and increasing
contention for L2 capacity (causing queue heads be replaced to the
LLC, increasing LLC accesses per loop iteration).

In the multi-flow case, throughput gradually decreases from
one queue to 64 queues, and then it remains stable above 10 Mpps
from 64-512 queues—substantially better than the paltry 1.6 Mpps
achievable by a single flow with 512 queues. Once the core at-
tempts to access packet data, it is more likely that the data have
been displaced by other ingress packets as the number of queues
increases. For 64 or more queues, the number of misses to queue
heads and packet data per transmit burst is constant. With traffic

spread over all queues, each queue head miss will yield a transmit
burst. As a result, the NIC pipeline and PCIe bandwidth remain
utilized throughout the poll loop. Note that throughput is much
higher than in the single-flow case even though packet data must
now traverse main memory (as evidenced by the large number of
LLC misses per second; blue bars in Figure 10 (b)). Main memory
provides sufficient bandwidth at these packet rates.

In summary, increasing the number of queues increases average
latency and decreases peak throughput. These effects arise because
the number of L1/L2 misses to queue heads grows due to cache
pressure, and are magnified in the single-flow case because the
misses are not interleaved with transmit bursts and do not amor-
tize, leading to underutilization of the NIC egress pipeline—while
peak throughput converges to a constant in the multi-flow case, it
continues to decrease with more queues in the single-flow case.

6 LACK OF CORE SCALABILITY
In this section, we investigate how many cores it takes to saturate
the line rate of our 100 Gbps network adapter under varying packet
sizes. We first measure single-core throughput, where only one core
is used in both the packet generator and the machine under test in
the setup shown in Figure 11. Packets are generated in advance and
are sent on the line as fast as possible. The receiver processes the
NIC descriptors for every received packet, but does not examine
the packets, which are simply discarded. Transmit (TX) and receive
(RX) packet and data rates for varying packet sizes are illustrated
in Figure 12. A single core is unable to saturate line rate even with
the largest packets (i.e., Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)). Note
that for smaller packets, the RX core cannot keep up with the packet
rate even though it only reaps the receive packet descriptors; the
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Figure 11: Setup for measuring single-core throughput.
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Figure 12: Maximum throughput of a single-core.

NIC ends up discarding some packets. The RX core is unable to
keep up because of polling overhead. Note that the RX throughput
shortfall is less than the polling tax for a single core at 100% load
reflected in Figure 5. As such, in the absence of this overhead, we
expect the RX core would keep pace (or exceed) TX performance.
In contrast, the TX core does not perform any wasted work. As
packets get larger, packet rate becomes smaller, and the bottleneck
shifts from the CPU core to PCIe bandwidth. Thus, the RX core is
able to keep up with the TX core for 256-byte and larger packets.

Next, we analyze how throughput scales when we increase the
number of cores. On the packet generator machine, we provision
sufficient cores to ensure we saturate the 100 Gbps line rate. We
configure the machine under test as shown in Figure 4 (b). To avoid
any synchronization on queues, we provision a dedicated queue
on each NIC port for each core. We use TestPMD’s forwarding
mode, in which packets received from the first port are simply
forwarded to the second port without examining the packet. The
goal is to forward all the (saturated) incoming traffic by increasing
the number of forwarding cores. Note that incoming packets are
spread across RX queues evenly using RSS.

Figure 13 shows packet throughput as the number of cores in-
creases for four different packet sizes. The RX and TX rates in this
Figure are from the machine under test. Forwarding throughput
(i.e., the TX rate) does not scale linearly even though none of the
cores contend on shared memory. Even for the simplest forwarding
task, we observe that line rate can often be saturated with a large
number of cores. More complex packet processing would demand
even more cores to saturate line rate. The non-linearity and asymp-
toticity of core scaling can be attributed partially to the polling
tax, and is more visible with smaller packets. These effects also
can arise due to various operation rate limits, for example, for NIC,
PCIe MMIO, and DDIO/LLC transactions. Furthermore, we ob-
serve surprising behavior for 3-8 cores/queues. From three to seven
cores, we see a plateau in the throughput for 64-, 128-, and 256-byte
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Figure 13: Packet throughput as the number of core-queue
pairs increases. The RX line is saturated in all the cases.

packets. At eight cores, we see a sudden throughput discontinuity.
Scaling behavior beyond eight cores matches our expectations, and
ultimately reaches line rate for all packet sizes above 128 bytes.
We note that, for 64-byte packets, transmit performance cannot
reach line rate. According to the vendor specifications, 100 million
packets per second is the limit of the NIC hardware capability for
RX, which is insufficient to reach line rate for small packets.

The discontinuity from seven to eight cores coincides with a
sudden decrease in memory bandwidth and a sudden increase in
LLC bandwidth. This shift in memory behavior suggests that the
DDIO mechanism is sourcing packets from the last-level cache
(as it should) above eight cores/queues, but is sourcing packets
from main memory with fewer cores. From seven to eight cores,
forwarding throughput decreases for 128- and 256-byte packets
but increases for 64-byte packets. As mentioned in Section 2, the
DDIO mechanism uses a limited number of LLC ways. Apparently,
the limited size of the LLC subset used by DDIO is insufficient
for larger packets and results in a sudden performance drop upon
activation of DDIO. Furthermore, we have determined that this
behavior is tied to the number of queues rather than the number of
cores interacting with the NIC. As such, we believe the anomalous
performance plateau from 3-8 cores is most likely due to the specific
implementation of the DDIO mechanism in the NIC. As a result, we
discount performance over this range when drawing conclusions.

7 SCALE-UP QUEUING IS IMPRACTICAL
We next consider the opportunities that might arise when sharing
queues across multiple cores, rather than dedicating queues for
each core. Sharing queues is often challenging in the context of
networking applications, as common implementations of higher-
level networking protocols (like TCP/IP) expect ordered delivery
of packets in a single flow; shared queues make it difficult to guar-
antee such ordering. Nevertheless, shared queues provide strong
theoretical properties that merit further exploration.

Figure 14 illustrates two different queuing models for concurrent
work: scale-out and scale-up. In the scale-out model, each core
obtains work from a separate queue and a dispatcher steers work
into queues to balance the arrival rate across queues. The scale-out
model captures the typical RSS mechanism used to distribute work
among cores in networking applications. The 4-tuple hash ensures
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Figure 15: Experimental setup of (a) scale-out, and (b) scale-
up, configurations.

ordering within individual flows, but distributes work irrespective
of the load on each core. In the scale-up model, instead a single
queue is shared among all cores, wherein each fetches work from
the central queue. This model allows work to spread evenly over
cores irrespective of the distribution of traffic across flows. However,
this model requires synchronization of the central request queue
and does not naturally ensure ordered flow delivery.

Neglecting ordering and synchronization costs, the scale-up or-
ganization always outperforms the scale-out organization, in terms
of average response time, for two reasons [60]: First, in the scale-up
organization, a core will not remain idle if there is work waiting in
the central queue (i.e., it is work conserving). However, in scale-out
systems, a core may remain idle if its own queue is empty even
while work is outstanding elsewhere. Second, when a packet takes
longer to process than average in a scale-out organization, all the
packets behind it suffer from Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking delays.
In contrast, in scale-up architectures, packets may be serviced by
any core; stalling at one server has less impact on the system-wide
instantaneous service rate.

Software data-plane infrastructures are usually optimized for
scale-out organizations because (1) as already noted, many network-
ing applications do not tolerate out-of-order delivery within flows,
and (2) the RSS mechanism of modern NICs already distributes the
packets almost uniformly into different queues when an application
serves many similar flows. In this section, we seek to quantify the
trade-off between the performance advantages and synchronization
costs of implementing a scale-up queuing organization in software
data planes by sharing a queue across multiple cores. We do not
further consider packet ordering in this study; we consider applica-
tions where out-of-order delivery is allowed, such as layer three
routing, unordered datagrams, higher-level protocols for adaptive
routing, or non-networking applications.
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We design an experiment as shown in Figure 15. In both the
scale-out (Figure 15 (a)) and scale-up (Figure 15 (b)) configurations,
the machine under test receives packets on its first NIC port spread
over multiple queues by RSS. Next, n “dispatcher” cores read the
packets and write them to multiple queues in the scale-out config-
uration or to a single shared queue in the scale-up configuration.
Finally, another set of n cores read the packets from the multiple
scale-out queues or the single shared queue and forward them to
corresponding transmit queues of the second NIC port. Note that
we designed this relatively complex setup to compare the scale-
out and scale-up methodologies because DPDK does not support
sharing a NIC queue among multiple cores.

Figure 16 reports the maximum throughput achieved by different
numbers of cores forwarding packets, organized in both scale-up
(sharing a single queue) and scale-out (each core has a distinct
queue) fashions. As shown in the Figure, the throughput achieved
by the scale-out organization scales with the number of cores; the
lack of scalability between 3 to 7 cores is due to the NIC issue
discussed in the previous section. However, with the scale-up orga-
nization, throughput only scales up to 4 cores and then falls off due
to synchronization overhead. This overhead is caused by serialized
updates to the shared queue by multiple cores, although the shared
queue is implemented in a lock-free manner in DPDK.

Figure 17 (a) reports the average packet latency when forwarding
with 10 cores using both scale-up and scale out organizations, un-
der various load levels. As shown in the Figure, while the scale-up
organization results in slightly lower unloaded latencies, it satu-
rates much earlier and results in considerably higher latency at
loads above 15 Mpps. At higher load, synchronization overheads
outweigh the latency advantages of the scale-up organizations.
However, as the figure shows, the knee of the latency graph for the
scale-up organization is much steeper than the one for the scale-out
organization (sudden saturation vs. gradual latency increase before
saturation). This is an inherent feature of scale-up queuing systems;
with sufficient concurrency, scale-up systems eliminate queuing
delays at loads lower than the saturation throughput, forming a
perfect “hockey stick” curve.

Nonetheless, scale-up systems provide the greatest advantage
for service distributions that entail high variability, which leads
to a high probability of HoL blocking. One of the main reasons
for such service distributions are system hiccups [60], wherein pro-
cessing is stalled because it is interrupted by system tasks (e.g.,
garbage collection [80], memory compaction [46], power state tran-
sitions [47]), or the interference of collocated workloads, within
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Figure 17: Average round-trip latency of scale-out vs. scale-
up configurations with 10 cores: (a) No hiccups, (b) 1µs pro-
cessing hiccup with 1% probability.

SMT hyperthreads [59], on-chip caches [40, 53], and memory [83].
Such interference can arise even on cores dedicated to data plane
processing. Whereas such hiccups are more apparent under large-
scale deployments, to model them in our test environment, we add
a hiccup condition, wherein forwarding a packet might be delayed
by 1µs with 1% probability, following prior work [60]. The resulting
average packet latencies for 10 cores under various offered loads
are depicted in Figure 17 (b). As shown in the Figure, the scale-up
organization now achieves considerably lower unloaded latency
compared to the scale-out organization and saturates at higher load
(relative to the case with no hiccups; Figure 17 (a)). This advantage
arises because the scale-up organization smooths service variability
and mitigates HoL blocking. However, due to synchronization costs,
the scale-up organization is still unable to match the peak through-
put of the scale-out organization. The resulting trade-off might be
exploited by designing an adaptive system that switches queuing
disciplines in response to load based on the latency break-even
point observed in Figure 17 (b).

Scale-out queuing may benefit from more sophisticated load
balancing schemes than the RSS mechanism. For example, a core
may be applied as a load balancer, reading packets from the NIC(s)
and pushing them to per-core queues based on the load of each
flow. Nevertheless, scale-out queuing with better load balancing
is still not equivalent to scale-up queuing as the latter both bal-
ances the load across cores and also eliminates HoL blocking. Load
balancing is most beneficial when load is below peak and some
cores become idle. However, at near-saturation load, especially if
the task size distribution is heavy-tailed (as with the hiccups we
consider in Figure 17 (b)) and the metric of interest is tail latency
(rather than throughput), load balancing has little effect as it does
not eliminate HoL blocking. An adaptive load balancer might do
better by balancing load according to queue depth, but again, little
effect is expected on latency at high load.

In summary, we observed that the scale-up organization can
result in significant performance gains over scale-out, in princi-
ple, especially in the presence of system hiccups or if the distribu-
tion of packet processing time entails high variability. However,
due to synchronization costs, these advantages cannot be fully ex-
ploited. Therefore, any effort to reduce the synchronization costs
in software/hardware [69] or to alleviate the serialization effect of
lock-free synchronization [30] may potentially unlock the perfor-
mance advantages of the scale-up organization. To highlight this
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Figure 18: Throughput of scale-out vs. scale-up configura-
tions with 10 logical cores in case of using 2-threaded SMT
cores or separate physical cores.

effect, Figure 18 compares the maximum throughput achieved by
10 forwarding cores under both scale-up and scale-out organiza-
tions when (1) each logical core is mapped to a separate physical
core, and (2) when each two logical cores are mapped to the two
hyperthreads of the same physical core. As shown in the figure,
while the scale-out organization experiences a slight slow-down
with hyperthreading, due to resource contention, the scale-up or-
ganization experiences significant performance improvement (45%)
when hyperthreading is enabled. This advantage arises because
both hyperthreads of each physical core share the same L1 and L2
caches, and hence, are less sensitive to synchronization overheads.
We expect further improvement in scale-up performance may be
possible in cores with a larger number of hyperthreads [58, 59].

8 DISCUSSION: SOLUTION DIRECTIONS
In Sections 4-7, we discussed high-level deficiencies of software data
planes, which make it difficult to close the gap between a traditional
OS/interrupt-based system and an ideal notification mechanism
as throughput demands and core counts scale. In this section, we
discuss potential solution directions.

Spin-polling induces a non-trivial polling tax, even when operat-
ing at saturation throughput. Spinning also results in poor energy
proportionality and is disruptive to SMT co-runners. Future data
planes require an alternative mechanism that retains the latency
advantage of spin-polling while avoiding these pitfalls. MWAIT-like
mechanisms that monitor memory locations for changes could
bridge this gap, but current implementations monitor only a single
address [1]. Such mechanisms mimic the behavior of an interrupt-
based system, without the common inefficiencies (e.g., kernel cross-
ing and switching address spaces) of conventional implementation.

The key enabling mechanism for address-monitoring is cache
coherence [70]; coherence invalidation messages act as a signal
that a location’s value is changing. An address monitoring solution
might compare incoming coherence invalidation messages with a
set of monitored addresses. To scale to many addresses, this address
set might be maintained in large cache-like associative structures
at each core or be tracked in the on-chip cache coherence direc-
tory, which already tracks the sharers of each cache block. Similar
solutions have been proposed to enable many watchpoints for de-
bugging [31, 79], conflict detection in transactional memories [61],
and memory consistency violation detection [23].
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We have observed that a scale-up queuing organization (shared
queues) can provide substantial performance advantages, especially
in mitigating tail latency. However, synchronization overheads
presently prevent shared queues from being scalable and practical.
RPCValet [25] proposes a potential solution for on-chip integrated
NICs. Instead of the integrated NIC “pushing” packets into each
core’s dedicated queues, which may result in load imbalance and
HoL blocking, each core “pulls” a packet from the NIC as soon as it
is done processing the previous packet. The single shared packet
queue is managed in hardware by the on-chip NIC and distributes
packets into the cores’ local queues. RPCValet’s solution might be
generalized to non-integrated I/O through a specialized on-chip
dispatcher unit at the LLC to implement such a pull-based queuing
solution for any shared-queue application. Mechanisms like DDIO
might facilitate transfer of off-chip I/O data to this hardware dis-
patcher. Properly addressing concurrency and ordering constraints
among arriving work remains an open challenge in this model.

In summary, we believe hardware mechanisms for address moni-
toring andwork distributionmay boost the performance of software
data planes by replacing spin-polling and enabling shared queues
across multiple cores without their attendant synchronization costs.

9 RELATED WORK
Kernel Bypass and Spinning Cores. Frequent OS intervention
is a performance antagonist. Many prior works use kernel bypass
to mitigate the system call and/or interrupt overheads. MICA [50],
Sandstorm [55], mTCP [34], and eRPC [37] provide user-level net-
working stacks. Arrakis [65] uses SR-IOV for direct access to vir-
tualized I/O. User-level storage frameworks have also been pro-
posed [43, 82]. Additionally, many works rely on spinning cores as a
low-latency notification mechanism. IX [19], ZygOS [66], Shenango
[64], Shinjuku [36], and Andromeda [26] are examples of spin-
polling network data planes, and ReFlex [44] and PASTE [32] pro-
vide polling-based network and storage data planes for remote
Flash devices and persistent main memory, respectively.

Energy inefficiency and the poor scalability of spin-polling have
been explored in the context of lock-based synchronization [27, 54].
Although spinning is the key enabler of low-latency software data
planes, its shortcomings in such a context have not been systemat-
ically characterized and compiled into a single work before. The
intuition that fruitless spinning should be avoided has motivated
introduction of user-level threading and scheduling for spin-based
software data planes [26, 64, 66]. However, in this work, by quantify-
ing and characterizing inefficiencies of spinning at the architecture
level in the context of software data planes, we set the ground for
exploring generic notification mechanisms that are fast-reacting,
efficient, and scalable. Such generic mechanisms can avoid compli-
cated user-level schedulers and be deployed in the data planes of
networks as well as storage systems.

Data Movement. Efficient data movement is one of the key
factors in the performance of software data planes. Prior work has
proposed solutions to shorten CPU-I/O data path [7, 21, 49], take
the CPU out of the data path [24, 29, 73], optimize data movement
within user space [26, 37], and accelerate memory copies [35].

Shortening the path through which data travels in software
data planes can improve processing latency and throughput. For

example, using Intel’s Data Direct I/O technology [7], the CPU can
immediately read incoming I/O data from PCIe directly in the LLC,
avoiding long-latency memory reads. Similarly, a PCIe device can
read outgoing data directly from the LLC. Integrated NICs have
also been proposed to enable close coupling of CPUs and network
adapters [21, 49], which eliminates the need for long-latency data
movement across PCIe.

Programmable NICs have enabled rich packet processing offload
capabilities, which can completely remove the CPU from the data
path (i.e., complete offload rather than partial offload). Microsoft
Azure has deployed an FPGA-based smart NIC [29], which has an
embedded programmable switch to forward packets to VMs through
SR-IOV without the intervention of hypervisor cores. Similar of-
floading features have been proposed for storage systems [24, 73].

Although bypassing the kernel removes many unnecessary data
movements, user-level data movement must also be efficient in
software data planes. Google’s Andromeda [26] deploys carefully
crafted fast-paths for data movement to and from VMs, done en-
tirely at user level. Kalia and co-authors [37] seek to minimize data
movement in a user-level RPC platform. Note that software data
planes can generally benefit from memory copy accelerators (e.g.,
[35]) to accelerate data movement.

10 CONCLUSION
We have presented a characterization of spin-polling software data
planes, which bypass OS I/O stacks and rely on cores spinning on
user-level queues. Although these mechanisms are known to be
easy-to-use, low-latency approaches for communication and sig-
naling, we demonstrated that they lead to deficiencies, especially
when cores or queues are scaled to serve numerous clients/flows
or provide high transport throughput. We designed several experi-
ments to reveal these deficiencies using Intel’s Data Plane Devel-
opment Kit. First, we quantified polling’s lack of work and energy
proportionality and its adverse effect on co-running applications
because spinning cores run full-tilt at highest IPC. Second, we
demonstrated the poor scalability of spin-polling with the number
of queues, particularly in the case of unbalanced traffic, due to
constrained processor cache capacity. Third, we quantified that the
overhead of polling, which is considerable even when operating
at saturation throughput, and operation rate limits result in poor
core scalability. Finally, we considered the use of shared queues as a
mitigation of head-of-line blocking, but found that synchronization
overheads presently limit the potential benefit. In conclusion, we
motivated better hardware/software notification mechanisms that
enable fast-reacting, efficient, and scalable software data planes.
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